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Multidirectional UV Lithography for Complex 3-D
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Abstract—Various three-dimensionally (3-D) complex MEMS
structures are fabricated using multidirectional ultraviolet (UV)
lithography, which includes reverse-side exposure through a
UV-transparent substrate, inclined exposure with or without
simultaneous substrate rotation, and the combination of these processes. A reverse-side exposure scheme through UV-transparent
substrates (e.g., glass, sapphire, or quartz) has been exploited for
implementing high-aspect-ratio structures (greater than 20:1),
repeatable self-alignment photoresist patterning with subsequent
metallization on a BST/sapphire substrate, and unconventional
patterning using substrate optics such as proximity patterning or
integrated lens techniques. Inclined exposure has been applied
to a SU-8 substrate with differing inclination angles and incidence directions. The refractive index of SU-8 is experimentally
determined to be 1.68 by means of test structures fabricated
using this approach. Implemented structures using the inclined
exposure include vertical screen structures, inclined tubes, and
conical shape structures. Dynamic mode operation, in which the
substrate is continuously rotated and tilted during exposure is also
discussed. Examples of achievable 3-D structures using dynamic
mode operation are presented.
[1581]
Index Terms—Inclined exposure, multidirectional ultraviolet
(UV) lithography, reverse-side exposure, rotational exposure,
SU-8.

I. INTRODUCTION
LTRAVIOLET (UV) lithography is widely used for threedimensional (3-D) MEMS structure fabrication since the
equipment utilized in fabrication is relatively inexpensive compared to X-ray or laser systems [1]–[3]. However, most conventional UV lithography systems have been designed for 2-D
patterning; i.e., the relative position between light source and
substrate is prefixed, and, therefore, fabricated 3-D sidewalls
are normal to the substrate as shown in Fig. 1(a). Given these
constraints, early work in UV-based 3-D fabrication research
focused almost exclusively on the implementation of high-aspect-ratio structures “extruded” normal to the substrate surface.
The photopatternable, negative-tone epoxy resin SU-8 was
introduced to the MEMS community in the mid-1990s. Very
high-aspect-ratio microstructures have been implemented from
SU-8 photoresist (PR) using UV or near-UV light sources
[4]–[7]. For patterning thick, high-aspect-ratio structures, good
physical contact between photomask and photoresist is necessary, and a hard contact or vacuum contact mode is usually used
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Fig. 1. Multidimensional UV exposure scheme. (a) Normal front-side exposure. (b) Normal reverse-side exposure through a transparent substrate. (c) Inclined front-side exposure. (d) Inclined reverse-side exposure through a transparent substrate.

rather than proximity mode. However, this places a constraint of
planarity on the upper surface of the resin. Alternatively, when
an optically UV transparent material (e.g., glass, sapphire, or
quartz) is employed as a substrate, reverse-side (or back-side)
UV exposure through the substrate in which the substrate bears
a prepatterned photomask layer, can be utilized to obtain sharp
photo patterns resulting from the intimate contact between the
photomask/substrate and the resin. A schematic viewgraph
of this reverse-side exposure approach is shown in Fig. 1(b)
[8]–[10].
To fabricate more complex 3-D structures, an inclined light
exposure scheme has been employed in X-ray lithography [11],
[12] and UV lithography [13], where the light has an arbitrary
incident angle between 0 and 90 from the vertical line of the
photomask or substrate plane. The inclined UV exposure can
be performed in a front-side scheme or a reverse-side scheme
as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d), respectively, for both opaque
and transparent substrates. Recently, the inclined UV exposure
scheme has also been applied to SU-8 patterning to produce
high-aspect-ratio inclined structures and complex microfluidic
structures such as a filter, a mixer, and a dispenser [14]–[22]. Inclined exposure also has been applied to a substrate in a liquid
environment to achieve more angled structures for optical applications [23], [24].
In this paper, multidirectional UV exposure schemes are
discussed, which includes the reverse-side exposure and the
inclined exposure approaches. The first part of this paper discusses the normal-incidence, reverse-side exposure scheme in
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three application areas: implementing high-aspect-ratio structures (greater than 20:1); repeatable self-alignment photoresist
patterning with subsequent metallization on a BST/sapphire
substrate; and unconventional patterning using substrate optics
such as proximity patterning or integrated lens techniques.
The second part of this paper discusses the inclined exposure
approach. The inclined structure is described from the point
of view of inclined angle and incident direction. The optical
characteristics of SU-8 and their impact on inclined structures
are discussed. To illustrate the process, various structures fabricated from single and multiple inclined exposure, both with and
without substrate rotation are demonstrated, including vertical
screen structures, inclined tubes, and conical shape structures.
II. REVERSE-SIDE EXPOSURE
MEMS or microelectronic devices can utilize various materials as substrates. Some materials such as Si, GaAs, alumina,
and metal, are opaque to the UV light source, while others such
as glass, quartz, and sapphire, are transparent to it. When optically transparent materials are employed as substrates, additional flexibility is achievable in photolithographic patterning.
For example, appropriate optical doses can be applied not only
from the front-(upper-) side, but also from the reverse- (back-)
side. In the case of the reverse-side exposure, the photomask
(usually a chromium layer) can be prepatterned before the photoresist (PR) layer is applied. In this section, useful applications
of the reverse-side exposure through transparent substrates are
discussed in three subsections: fabrication of a high-aspect-ratio
structure, a self-aligned microelectrode fabrication scheme, and
the usage of substrate optics to produce high-aspect-ratio, tapered structures.

Fig. 2. High-aspect-ratio column structure with reverse-side exposure. (a) Fabrication schematics. (b) Fabricated structure.

A. High-Aspect-Ratio Patterning
The fabrication sequence for the reverse-side exposure, highaspect-ratio SU-8 patterns is shown in Fig. 2(a). A thin masking
metal layer (usually 200 nm of Cr) is deposited and patterned
on the transparent glass substrate. Thick SU-8 is applied on the
substrate, followed by UV exposure through the substrate mask
layer [Fig. 2(a), left]. In practice, the sample is turned over and
placed under a regular UV system with light incident from the
top. A high-aspect-ratio structure is obtained after development
[Fig. 2(a), right]. The mask layer can either be removed or allowed to remain depending on the requirements of the subsequent steps. Fig. 2(b) shows high-aspect-ratio column structures
fabricated with the good contact resulting from reverse-side exposure. Aspect ratio (height to diameter) is approximately 13:1.
This approach provides several advantageous features compared to the front-side exposure for high-aspect-ratio fabrication. First, a secure contact between the photo mask layer and
the polymer layer can be provided regardless of surface roughness or edge-bead formation during or after a polymer coating
step, thereby allowing a sharp pattern to be obtained. (This is
true because in contact photolithography, poor contact causes
the diffraction of light at the edge of an opaque feature in the
mask, potentially resulting in blurred or diffused pattern edges.)
Using the reverse-side exposure scheme, usually more optical
dose is absorbed in the bottom portion of the column compared
to the top portion, resulting in a structure with larger mechanical

Fig. 3. Fabricated high-aspect-ratio tapered column structures using (a) frontside exposure and (b) reverse-side exposure.

strength in the lower portion of the column. Often this causes a
column structure gradually tapered down to the top compared to
a column structure gradually tapered down to the bottom from
a more typical front-side exposure scheme. Fig. 3 shows fabricated tall column structures using (a) regular front-side exposure and (b) reverse-side exposure in which both photomask
. Fig. 3(a)
patterns are circular and have diameters of 20
shows the diameter of the top portion of the column is 20
while that of the lower portion is 10
, thinner due to lack
. The structures are
of optical dose, where the height is 500
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mechanically weak in the lower portion, often leaning over toward others in their group during the drying step due to solvent surface tension. In contrast, the columns fabricated from
tall
the reverse-side exposure are nicely standing up to 800
as shown in Fig. 3(b). However, this particular sample shows
) than the
a diameter of the bottom portion larger (i.e., 40
). This phenomenon could be
photomask pattern size (20
attributable in part to light diffraction in the proximity of the
photomask pattern exacerbated by the large exposure doses for
these thick films as well as lateral thermal diffusion of the photo
acidic reaction products from the exposed area during overexposure. This bottom widening effect is gradually reduced as the
ray trace moves to the upper portion, terminating in the designed
. As a result, mechanically strong and slightly
diameter of 20
tapered column structures are obtained from the reverse-side exposure and an unoptimized aspect ratio (conservatively defined
as a ratio of height to width in the thickest portion) of 20:1 has
been achieved.
B. Self-Alignment Scheme
Narrowly spaced thick electrodes are fabricated using a
self-aligned multiple lift-off process with reverse-side exposure
through a UV transparent substrate. In general, a photoresist
mold for a successful lift-off process should be much thicker
than the ultimate conductor which is patterned by the lift-off
process. When it is necessary that two thick conductors with
a very narrow gap between them be fabricated using a lift-off
process (e.g., in the case that metal etching might harm an
acid-sensitive underlying layer), a high-aspect-ratio polymer
mold is required, thereby increasing the process difficulty. It is
potentially possible to reduce the thickness of resist required
by performing sequential deposition and lift-off steps, thereby
building up the required metal thickness in multiple layers;
however, the disadvantage of this approach is that multiple
alignments, with the associated expense and tolerance errors,
would be required. The reverse-side exposure approach can
eliminate the need for repeated alignments, while simultaneously preserving the possibility for multilayer film deposition.
Fig. 4(a) shows an example of this fabrication process. Metal
thick) is obtained using a standard lift-off
patterning (1
process with a relatively thin PR mold [Fig. 4(a)-1]. This metal
pattern will then act as an optical mask for reverse-side lithography. Since the goal of this process is metal patterning, as opposed to the fabrication of epoxy structures, a thick, negative
tone photoresist (NR9-8000, Futurrex, Inc.) is used as the PR
layer, which is easily removed in acetone. The PR is coated and
the reverse-side exposure is performed using the previous metal
layer as a photo mask in a self-aligned fashion [see Fig. 4(a)-2].
In addition, the resultant mold adheres securely to the substrate
after development since the contact area between the mold and
the substrate increases as much as the side wall of the first metal
layer [see Fig. 4(a)-3]. A second lift-off is performed to obtain even thicker electrodes [see Fig. 4(a)-4]. Additional metal
layers can be added by repeating steps 2–4 if necessary. Narand a thickrowly spaced thick conductors with a gap of 1.2
ness of 2.2
, which are used for a ferroelectric gap capacitor
with low conductor loss, are successfully fabricated as shown in

Fig. 4. Narrowly spaced thick electrodes using repeated multiple lift-off processes with self-alignment reverse-side exposure. (a) Fabrication process. (b)
Fabricated single digit RF gap capacitor with 1.2  gap and 300  coupling
length – top view (left) and angled SEM view (right) (final metal thickness is
2.2  ), where G and S stand for a ground and signal pad, respectively.

m

m

m

Fig. 4(b). The beneficial effects of the increased electrode thickness on -factor and RF performance of these capacitors in the
RF frequency range are detailed in [8].
C. Usage of Substrate Optics
Reverse-side exposure through a modified substrate photomask or a micromachined substrate can produce various
unusual patterns. When polymer is coated on the metal side
(i.e., the side of the photomask bearing the Cr layer or patterned Cr layer), the optical ray trace from reverse-side UV
exposure is different from when polymer is coated on the
other (glass) side of the photomask. Fig. 5 shows an example
of ray trace schematics and fabricated SU-8 structures for a
ring shape pattern array. When SU-8 is coated on the metal
side, the resultant structure shows a vertical tube—a vertical
extrusion of the original ring shape [see Fig. 5(a)], while when
SU-8 is coated on the glass side, the resultant pattern shows
a mountain shape with a crater on the top [see Fig. 5(b)]. In
the latter case, the incident light first meets the mask pattern
and is diffracted at the edge of the opaque mask pattern. This
light has a large lateral deviation from the originally incident
light after its passage through the 1.5 mm thick glass substrate.
The light is then further refracted at the interface of glass and
SU-8 due to the difference of their refractive indices. A ring
and an outer diameter
pattern of an inner diameter of 100
produces a resultant mountain shape with an inner
of 200
diameter of the crater, an outer diameter of the crater, a bottom
, 140
, 458
, and 700
diameter, and a height of 88
, respectively as shown in Fig. 5(b).
Another example of reverse-side exposure using substrate optics is shown in Fig. 6. A substrate with an isotropically etched
concave shape results in an integrated lens functionality when
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TABLE I
TAPERED STRUCTURES FABRICATED USING DIFFERENT SCHEMES

Fig. 5. Reverse-side exposure with the resist layer on differing sides of the
substrate. (a) SU-8 on the metal side – schematic (upper) and resultant structure
(lower). (b) SU-8 placed on the glass side – schematic (upper) and resultant
structure (lower).

fabricated from reverse-side exposure through a planar (i.e., no
lens) substrate as shown in Fig. 3(b), the structure shows a sigat the bottom to 3
nificant change in diameter from 106
at the top due to the integrated convex lens effect. This approach may also have a strengthening effect on the produced microstructures. The focusing effect of the lens causes the optical
dose to be increased at any elevation between the substrate and
the lens focal point when compared to a planar substrate exposure for the same lamp intensity and exposure time. Depending
on the material used, this can result in enhanced crosslinking
and therefore mechanical strength of the structure at the otherwise fragile tip. The height of the tapered structure is dependent
upon the focal length of the integrated lens as well as the thickness of the SU-8 layer. If the focal length of the integrated lens
is smaller than the thickness of SU-8, the height of the structure
is determined by the focal length, producing a sharp tip. Such
structures have been demonstrated as useful in microneedle applications [25]. Otherwise, the structure height is determined by
the thickness of the SU-8, producing a blunt, truncated tapered
structure [see Fig. 6(b)].
The tapering ratio can be defines as the ratio of the difference between the diameter of the top portion and the diam).
eter of the bottom portion to the height (
Tapering ratios both for integrated lens techniques as well as
the other techniques discussed in this section are calculated and
summarized in Table I. The tapering ratios for Figs. 3(b), 5(b),
and 6(b) are 1/40, 1/2.2, and 1/12, respectively.
III. INCLINED EXPOSURE

Fig. 6. High-aspect-ratio tapered structure using integrated lens technique. (a)
Ray trace simulation for the integrated lens. (b) Fabricated structure.

the concave regions are filled with a material with a different
refractive index than the substrate. High-aspect-ratio tapered
structures have been fabricated using this modified substrate effect and a 2-D ray trace software (IME Software, Inc.) has been
used for the optical simulation as shown in Fig. 6(a) [25]. In
Fig. 6(b), a slender conical needle is shown. It has a bottom di,3
,
ameter, a tip radius of curvature, and a height of 106
and 1197
, respectively. In contrast to the column structure

In this section, inclined UV exposure schemes are discussed.
UV-opaque substrates allow only front-side inclined exposure
while UV-transparent substrates allow both front-side and reverse-side inclined exposure. However, for inclined exposures,
when the resist has a refractive index that differs from the
medium surrounding it, the effect of index differences must
be considered. When UV light is incident to a polymeric slab
from the air with an incident angle , the light is refracted
at the interface of the two materials. This effect can be illustrated by further use of ray-tracing. Fig. 7 shows the refracted
light in the polymeric slab through a clear window of a dark
field photomask and is described using a spherical coordinate
, where is the nominal length of the ray in
system
the refraction angle from the axis (the
the polymer slab,
latitudinal angle), and the angle from the axis in the plane (the longitudinal angle).
Inclined exposure can be achieved by tilting or moving the
UV source while keeping the substrate fixed; or by placing the
substrate on a tilting or rotating stage relative to a fixed UV
source. The latter approach allows the usage of standard UV
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Fig. 7. Coordinate system for inclined UV exposure.

Fig. 9. Light refracted at the interfaces due to different refractive indices of
materials.

Fig. 8. Substrate/mask holder with tilting and rotational functionality.

aligner equipment with minimal modification. A movable substrate/mask holder suitable for this purpose is shown in Fig. 8,
and
where the substrate holder can be tilted from 0 to
also be continuously rotated in a tilted position.
Inclined exposure experiments include 1) incidence with multiple latitudinal angles, 2) incidence of multiple longitudinal angles, and 3) incidence with continuously varying longitudinal
angle (in a rotational mode).
A. Incidence With Multiple Latitudinal Angles
(
,
)
Multiple latitudinal UV incidence with a fixed longitudinal
angle has been applied to an SU-8 slab through a clear window
in a dark field photomask (usually the substrate is glass or
quartz). The incident UV light runs across two interfaces: one
between air and glass, the other between glass and SU-8. Since
the refractive indices of SU-8, glass, and air are different, the
incident light is refracted at each interface. The relationship
between refractive indices and refractive angles is given as (1)
by Snell’s law for the three-layer system as shown in Fig. 9

(1)
where , , and
are the refractive indices of air, glass, and
SU-8, respectively, and , , and the incident angle in air,
the refracted angle in glass, and the refracted angle in SU-8,
respectively. The refracted angle in SU-8 can be obtained by
(2) if the refractive index of air , the refractive index of SU-8
, and the incident angle are known.

(2)

Fig. 10. Angular dependence of exposure. (a) SU-8 pattern multiply exposed
with multiple latitudinal incident angles. (b) Refracted angle versus incident
angle.

Fig. 10(a) shows a fabricated multi-finger SU-8 structure with
, resulting from multiple latitudinal UV ina height of 600
cidence through a 15
diameter clear window in a dark field
photomask by reverse-side UV (i-line, 365 nm) exposure. The
measured refracted angles are 0 , 15 , 24 , and 31 for the incident angles of 0 , 24 , 45 , and 62 , respectively, as shown
in Fig. 10(b). Correlating (1) and the measurement data gives
a refractive index of approximately 1.68 for SU-8, which is in
good agreement with literature values [26].
Fig. 11 shows fabricated inclined solid columns, hollow
columns, and channels. The inclined solid column has a diam. The circular hollow column has an inner and
eter of 50
and 200
while the rectangular
outer diameter of 100
hollow column has an inner and outer rectangle of 140
by
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Fig. 12. Fabrication process for a vertical screen structure using multiple inclined exposure.

Fig. 11. Fabricated SU-8 structures with single inclined exposure. (a) Solid
column array. (b) Circular hollow column array. (c) Rectangular column. (d)
Channel network (top-side overlook view). (e) Channel network after separating
it from the substrate (reverse-side overlook view).

180
and 180
by 220
, respectively. The inclined
tall and are inclined at an angle
columns and tubes are 500
of 25 from the vertical. The inclined channel network has a
height of 700
and an inclined angle of 25 . Fluid flows
through the in-plane channels and exits through the openings on
the top surface, where the channel cap has been formed using
shallow exposure and oven baking [27], [28] without blocking
the channels as shown in Fig. 11(d). These inclined columns
and channels can be combined with vertical laser ablation to
have side holes for a microdispenser application [15], [29].
B. Incidence With Multiple Longitudinal Angles
,
)
(
Two inclined UV incidences with 180 difference in the lon, 180 ) are used to form a screen
gitudinal angle (i.e.,
filter structure. Fig. 12 shows the fabrication process. A photomask with a series of open windows is placed on an SU-8
coated substrate [see Fig. 12(a)]. The substrate is tilted from the
, and UV exhorizontal plane with an angle where
posed from the top, where the tilted angle (or the incident angle)
is equal to the latitudinal angle of the coordinate system in
Fig. 7 [see Fig. 12(b)]. The substrate is tilted from the opposite
) with a tilted angle , and UV
longitudinal angle (
exposed from the top [see Fig. 12(c)]. After post exposure bake,
the sample is developed to complete a vertical screen structure
with diamond shape meshes [see Fig. 12(d)].

Fig. 13. Vertical screen filter structures with different mesh sizes. (a) Large
mesh with a horizontal diagonal of 80  . (b) Small mesh with a horizontal
diagonal of 2  .

m

m

The achievable mesh size and shape are determined by the
space and pitch of the open windows and the tilted angle. Screen
structures with various mesh sizes are fabricated using differing
sizes of windows and spaces as shown in Fig. 13. One is fabricated using a photomask of a clear window array with a width of
and a space of 80
. The height of the screen is 500
20
[see Fig. 13(a)]. The other is with both a width and a space of 2
over 40
tall structures [see Fig. 13(b)]. Both structures
are fabricated using reverse-side inclined exposure for a secure
mask-to-polymer contact. An aspect ratio (defined as the ratio
of the horizontal mesh width to the total screen height) of 20:1
has been achieved with the small mesh structure. An additional
advantage of this vertical screen structure formation is that differing meshed structures as well as microfluidic channels can be
simultaneously fabricated in the same inclined exposure steps.
Fig. 14 shows integrated vertical screen microfluidic filters with
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Fig. 14. SEM of (a) Simultaneously fabricated three integrated filters and
channels with different mesh sizes and (b) Different mesh sizes: (left) Filter 1;
(middle) Filter 2; (right) Filter 3. Horizontal diagonal has been measured to be
57.3  , 27.3  , and 10.0  , respectively.

m

m

m

different mesh sizes (57, 27, and 10
) and channels, where
[14]. This screen filter structures
the channel height is 390
can be used for various microfluidic filters and mixers [14], [18].
Also, applications can be extended to millimeter wave or higher
frequency waveguides, filters, mixers, photonic bandgap (PBG)
with appropriate metallization. For high frequency conductor
implementation, a polymer-core conductor approach [27], [28]
can be utilized. RF passive components and various millimeter
wave antennas such as a monopole antenna, an Yagi-Uda antenna, and a patch antenna based on this technology have been
successfully demonstrated [30]–[32].
Four inclined UV incidences with 90 difference from each
, 135 , 225 , and
other in the longitudinal angle (i.e.,
315 ) are performed as shown in Fig. 15(a). Fig. 15(b), (d) and
(c), (e) show fabricated structures with a single rectangle clear
window and a multi rectangle clear window array, respectively.
A front-side exposure scheme is used for both cases. Fabricated
structures manifest proximity exposure with a gap between
the photomask and the substrate as shown in Fig. 15(f), (g). In
this structure, the gap has resulted from warpage of the printed
wiring board (PWB) substrate that was utilized. However, this
same effect can be achieved on flat substrates by use of spacers
of known thickness to control the proximity effect.

1127

Fig. 15. Fabricated structures from four directional UV incidence with 90
difference each other. (a) Longitudinal angle of 45 , 135 , 225 , and 315 .
(b) Structure from a single clear window (oblique view). (c) Structure from a
clear window array (oblique view). (d) Top view of structure b. (e) Top view of
structure c. (f) and (g) Schematics of proximity exposure with a gap g between
the photomask and the substrate for structures b and c, respectively.

Fig. 16. Horn structures fabricated using continuously rotational inclined UV
exposure. (a) Simulated. (b) Fabricated single horn. (c) Simulated. (d) Fabricated multishelled horn.

of the inclined ray trace through the open window can
be described as follows:

C. Continuously Varying Longitudinal Angle
,
)
(
In the previous section, static mode operation is demonstrated, in which the reflected latitudinal angle
and the
longitudinal angle are fixed during each UV exposure. It is
also possible to consider dynamic mode operation, in which
and the longitudinal angle can
both the latitudinal angle
vary during exposure. Using the coordinate system in Fig. 7,

(3)
(4)
(5)
where and are functions of time. As an example, with a latitudinal angle fixed and a longitudinal angle varying in an
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TABLE II
INCLINED EXPOSURE PATTERNS IN DYNAMIC MODES WITH A CONTINUOUSLY VARYING ROTATIONAL AND
TILTING SUBSTRATE (THE ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY ! AND THE TILTING FREQUENCY !
ARE SYNCHRONIZED)

angular velocity
during exposure, and can be replaced
by
(constant) and
, respectively. By squaring and adding
(3) and (4), (6) is achieved.

the longitudinal angle with an angular velocity
,
)

(e.g.,

(6)
Equation (6) represents a circle with a radius of
in a
plane parallel to the - plane, where can be arbitrary. The resultant 3-D structure is a “horn” shape. The simulation result is
shown in Fig. 16(a) and the corresponding fabricated structure
and has been
in Fig. 16(b). The horn has a height of 400
and
produced from a circular mask window of diameter 50
is
an incidence angle of 50 . The resultant latitudinal angle
approximately 27 . As can be seen, the simulation matches well
the fabricated structure. A broadened bottom is observed due to
overexposure. Fig. 16(c), (d) show a multishelled horn from a
fabricated with mulcircular mask window of diameter 30
tiple discrete incidence angles of 0 , 30 , and 55 . The height
.
of the structure is 150
A further extension of this technique is to utilize a dynamically driven stage in which both latitudinal and longitudinal
angle can be varied during reverse-side exposure through a circular mask window. Consider the case of a periodic variation
and ampliof the latitudinal angle with a periodic frequency
occurring simultaneously with continuous rotation in
tude

(7)
Table II shows several examples of the geometries that can be
achieved in the case when the latitudinal angle variation is synchronized with the longitudinal rotation. Referring to Table II,
the first column shows the frequency of the latitudinal angle
variation. The remaining columns describe the resultant structure. The second column gives the distance between the axis
(i.e., the central axis of the mask window) and the exposure pattern at the plane of the resist thickness . The third column gives
the projected 2-D shape of the final 3-D pattern; this shape has
peaks and nulls as a function of longitudinal angle which are
given in columns 4 and 5. Column 6 shows a 3-D rendering of
the final shape as calculated from (7).
The first row of Table II describes a tilting frequency of zero.
This indicates static latitudinal angle, which corresponds to the
case of Fig. 16(a), (b). The remaining rows of Table II describe
the structures achievable by utilizing tilting frequencies which
are various fractions or multiples of the longitudinal angular velocity. Very complex structures are potentially achievable with
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another variable for the resultant 3-D shape. Fig. 17(e) shows
fabricated 3-D structures from clear mask patterns in a dark
field photomask. A single clear window gives a salient structure with a gradually varying side wall, which must have contained uncrosslinked SU-8 in it. The uncrosslinked SU-8 can be
crosslinked by additional postexposure and postexposure-bake
if desired. A clear window array produces at large a salient 3-D
structure with shallow recesses resulting from the dark space
between the clear patterns as shown in Fig. 17(f).
IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 17. Continuously rotational inclined UV exposure with various mask patterns. (a) Inclined UV exposure using various patterns in different sizes. (b) Recess patterns with different depth. (c) Resultant recess patterns from a ellipse,
a triangle, and a square (from left). (d) PDMS molds copied from the recess
patterns (convex lens in half size, tetrahedron, and trapezoidal hexahedron from
left). (e) Salient structure from a single clear window. (f) Salient structures from
a clear window array.

such a synchronized exposure scheme. It should also be noted
that nonsynchronized exposures in conjunction with control of
optical dose are also possible, leading to additional possibilities
for this technique.
It is also possible to use noncircular mask patterns in conjunction with continuous rotation exposure. The resultant 3-D shape
is not only dependent on its geometrical 2-D shape on the photomask but also its inclined angle and slab thickness. Given an
inclined angle and a slab thickness, dark and clear mask patterns
produce recessed and salient patterns, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 17(a), (b). Note that differently sized dark mask patterns
result in variation of recess depth: a narrow pattern resulting in
a shallow recess shape and a wide one resulting in a full or truncated recess. Fig. 17(c) shows fabricated recess patterns out of
an SU-8 slab with a thickness of 1 mm and an incident angle of
45 for three geometrical patterns: a narrow ellipse (a short axis
of 0.8 mm and a long axis of 2 mm), a triangle (a side length
of 2 mm), and a square (a side length of 1.6 mm). In order to
examine the 3-D recess shape, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
is cast and separated as shown in Fig. 17(d). All of the resultant
patterns show a gradual height change with their varying width
in 2-D shape, resulting in a partial 3-D convex lens, a tetrahedron, and a trapezoidal hexahedron (or truncated pyramid) for
the ellipse, the triangle, and the square, respectively. In other
words, the height and the shape of the 3-D structures are determined by optics for narrow patterns and by both optics and
the slab thickness for wide patterns. An inclined angle is also

The use of multidirectional UV-exposure techniques has been
described. Two categories are discussed: reverse-side exposure
through UV-transparent substrates and inclined exposure. The
reverse-side exposure scheme has been exploited 1) to achieve
high-aspect-ratio polymer structures with SU-8; 2) to fabricate
narrowly spaced thick electrodes by using a self-aligned repeatable lift-off process; and 3) to produce tapered structures by
means of modified substrates and resultant substrate optics. Inclined exposure has been applied to fabricate 1) inclined solid
columns and hollow columns by single inclined exposure; 2)
vertical screen filters and complex structures by discrete multidirectional exposure; and 3) various recess and salient structures using inclined rotational exposure. Additional 3-D structures with complementary features can be produced by subsequent molding steps. The demonstrated technique and structures
have applications in the areas of RF, optical, microfluidics, and
bio, either directly as-fabricated or with additional steps such
as micromolding or appropriate metallization. Further, dynamic
mode operation has been discussed and some example patterns
have been described. Inclined exposure combined with a computer controlled or automation system is expected to have a large
impact on the fabrication of complex 3-D structure fabrication.
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